
For long, chess has been considered as a game played only by intellectuals 
and individuals with critical thinking abilities. However, the fact is that chess 
can be played by people of all age groups and mind sets. 

“Chess is the gymnasium of the mind.”

Knight Riders
Chess Academy

Playing the game of Chess on a regular basis right from the childhood improves the
learning, thinking, analytical power and decision-making ability of the child.
Chess makes the child learn how to strategize aspects of the game and life. 
In addition, a child can also learn the importance of foresight and planning.
Playing the game of Chess on a regular basis right from the childhood
teaches the importance of being disciplined in life.

• Dedicated online learning platform for chess enthusiasts.
• Learn from experienced coaches and International rated chess players.
• 5oo+ satis�ed students since 2015 and still counting.



ABOUT COURSE :

1. �ere are total six batches :
Basic Level 1, Basic Level 2,
Intermediate Level 1, Intermediate Level 2,
Advance Level 1, Advance Level 2
( syllabus of the batches has been provided on the next pages )

2. After the trial class student’s level will be decided.

3. Course period will be of two months for each Basic Level and
three months for each Intermediate and Advance Level.
 
4. Each class will contain maximum five students.
 
5. Class will be twice a week, one day will be for teaching and 
another day for playing.

6. Each class will be of 60 minutes.

7. Total 8 sessions will be conducted in a month.
 
8. Coaches can be varied as per the levels.

9. Students will get chance to show their skills in online chess competitions.
( Motive behind organizing the competition is to find the extraordinary talent. )
( Syllabus and fees related information has been provided on the next pages. )  



SYLLABUS : BASIC LEVEL 

1. Basic plannings regarding opening
2. Checkmate in two moves
3. Checkmate by using one queen
4. Checkmate by using two rooks
5. Checkmate by using one rook
6. Checkmate by using two bishops

BASIC LEVEL 1

BASIC LEVEL 2

1. Introduction to the chess
2. Board arrangement and pieces movement
3. Check, checkmate and stalemate
4. Castling 
5. N-pass
6. Mate in one move



1. Endgame plannings
2. Endgame plannings(gameplay)
3. �e overworked piece
4. �e overworked piece (checkmate)
5. Line clearance
6. Line clearance(checkamte) 

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 2

1. �e pawn structures
2. Knight fork 
3. Double attack
4. Game analysis 
5. Discovered attack
6. Discovered check

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 1

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL :



1. Removing the guard
2. Queen combinations
3. �e vulnerable first rank
4. Queen sacrifices 

ADVANCE LEVEL 1

1. X ray attack
2. Surprise move
3. Defensive combinations
4. �e helpless king 

ADVANCE LEVEL 2

ADVANCE LEVEL :



Basic Level 1 - Rs. 2000 / Month ( 8 Sessions ) 
Basic Level 2 - Rs. 2000 / Month ( 8 Sessions )

Intermediate Level 1 - Rs. 3000 / Month ( 8 Sessions )
Intermediate Level 2 - Rs. 3000 / Month ( 8 Sessions )

Advance Level 1 - Rs. 4000 / Month ( 8 Sessions )
Advance Level 2 - Rs. 4000 / Month ( 8 Sessions ) 

FEES STRUCTURE : 

FOR ANY QUERY PLEASE CONTACT

+974 30241583, +91 9145036470
phlokur@gmail.com

knightriderchess.com


